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SECURE TRANSMISSION USING REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING 
TECHNIQUE

Abstract- The project proposes an enhanced security 
system for secret data communication. Reversible data 
hiding technique is used for the data embedding 
process. A given input image is used for the embedding 
of the data by using the LSB embedding. In this data 
embedding the data is embedding using a key. The 
resultant image is known as the cover image. This data 
embedded image is then hided into the watermarked 
image by using DWT using a relevant key. This image is 
then encrypted by using selective encryption. At the 
receiver side the image can be recovered separately if 
the receiver has the watermarking key. If the receiver 
has only the data embedding key then the data can be 
extracted separately. The performance of the proposed 
system is evaluated using PSNR and MSE values. The 
simulation results show that the proposed system 
provides high level of security.

Index Terms–Reversible Data Hiding,Adaptive LSB
Embedding,data extraction,image recovery,secret bits.

I.INTRODUCTION

A novel reversible data hiding algorithm, 
which can recover the original image without any 
distortion from the marked image after the hidden 
data have been extracted.The secret message bits are 
encoded with ECC and embedded into the encrypted 
bitstream by modifying the appended bits 
corresponding to the AC coefficients. By using the 
encryption and embedding keys, the receiver can 
extract the embedded data and perfectly restore the 
original image[1].By reserving some space in the 
encrypted images presented in [2],it is easy for the 

data hider to reversibly embed data in the encrypted 
image. This method can achieve real reversibility, 
separate data extraction and image recover.The 
reversible data hiding in encrypted images is 
proposed in [3].The method of non seperable 
reversible data hiding is proposed in [4].The content 
owner encrypts the original compressed image using 
an encryption key. Then, a data-hider may compress 
the least significant bits of the encrypted image using 
a data-hiding key.In this the data extraction is not 
seperable from the image decryption.The method of 

reversible data hiding is proposed in [5].The 
algorithm has been successfully applied to a wide 
range of images.In most cases ofdata hiding, the 
cover media will experience some distortiondue to 
data hiding and cannot be inverted back to the 
originalmedia. That is, some permanent distortion has 
occurred to thecover media even after the hidden data 
have been extracted out. In some applications, such 
as medical diagnosis and law enforcement,it is 
critical to reverse the marked media back to the 
original cover media after the hidden data are 
retrieved for some legal considerations. In other 
applications, such as remote sensing and high-energy 
particle physical experimental investigation,it is also 
desired that the original cover media can be 
recovered because of the required high-precision 
nature. The marking techniques satisfying this 
requirement are referred to as reversible, lossless, 
distortion-free, or invertible data hiding techniques. 
Reversible data hiding facilitates immense possibility 
of applications to link two sets of data in such a way 
that the cover media can be losslessly recovered after 
the hidden data have been extracted out, thus 
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providing an additional avenue of handling two 
different sets of data.Most of the reversible data 
hiding techniques focuses 
dataembedding/extracting on the plain spatial domain 
[6]–[10].Digital Image Watermarking is a technique 
which provide solution for Copyright, image 
authentication and otherissuesWatermarking deals with 
decomposing original image using some wavelet 
Transforms and embedding watermark into one of the 
sub band (LL,LH,HL,HH) the obtained image is called 
watermarked image  this image have transmitted 

by choosing an embedding key.Watermarking
process is done to the data embedded image by using 
a different key.Using an encryption key the 
watermarked image is encrypted.At the receiver 

A.Data Hiding

Maintaining the secrecy of digital 
information when being communicated over the 
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providing an additional avenue of handling two 
reversible data 

techniques focuses on the 
on the plain spatial domain 

Digital Image Watermarking is a technique 
which provide solution for Copyright, image 
authentication and otherissuesWatermarking deals with 

using some wavelet 
and embedding watermark into one of the 

sub band (LL,LH,HL,HH) the obtained image is called 
watermarked image  this image have transmitted 

throught Channel Where various n
watermarked Image [11],[12],[13].

II.PROPOSED SCHEME

This project proposes
embedding the data into an image
watermarking operation is performed.The proposed 
sheme is shown in fig.1.The original image is used to 
embed a data into the image.this embedding is done 

choosing an embedding key.Watermarking
process is done to the data embedded image by using 
a different key.Using an encryption key the 

ge is encrypted.At the receiver 

side,the image is decrypted by using the same 
encryption key.If the receiver has only the data 
embedding key he can still extract the data.

Fig:1 Sketch of the proposed scheme

Maintaining the secrecy of digital 
information when being communicated over the 

Internet is presently a challenge. Given the amount of 
cheap computation power available and certain 
known limitations of the encryption methods it is not 
too difficult to launch attacks on cipher
steganographic technique embeds message 
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throught Channel Where various noise Affect 

.PROPOSED SCHEME

a novel method by 
embedding the data into an image,then the 
watermarking operation is performed.The proposed 
sheme is shown in fig.1.The original image is used to 
embed a data into the image.this embedding is done 

side,the image is decrypted by using the same 
er has only the data 

embedding key he can still extract the data.

Internet is presently a challenge. Given the amount of 
cheap computation power available and certain 
known limitations of the encryption methods it is not 

ch attacks on cipher-text. An ideal 
steganographic technique embeds message 
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information into a carrier image with virtually 
imperceptible modification of the image.This paper 
introduces a new, principled approach to detecting 
least significant bit (LSB) steganography in digital 
signals such as images and audio. It is shown that the 
length of hidden messages embedded in the least 
significant bits of signal samples can be estimated 
with relatively high precision. The new steganalytic 
approach is based on some statistical measures of 
sample pairs that are highly sensitive to LSB 
embedding operations. The resulting detection 
algorithm is simple and fast. To evaluate the 
robustness of the proposed steganalytic approach, 
bounds on estimation errors are developed.Adaptive 
steganography comes closer to this ideal since it 
exploits the natural variations in the pixel intensities 
of a cover image to hide the secret message. The 
objective of steganography is a method of embedding 
an additional information into the digital contents, 
that is undetectable to listeners..The idea behind the 
LSB algorithm is to insert the bits of the hidden 
message into the least significant bits of the pixels.As 
the application domain of embedding data in digital 
multimedia sources becomes broaden, several terms 
are used by various groups of researchers, including 
steganography, digital watermarking, and data 
hiding.In computing, the least significant bit (LSB) is 
the bit position in a binary integer giving the units 
value, that is, determining whether the number is 
even or odd. The lsb is sometimes referred to as the 
right-most bit, due to the convention in positional 
notation of writing less significant digits further to 
the right.The least significant bit (LSB) insertion 
method is a simple steganographic algorithm that 
takes the least significant bit in some bytes of the 
cover medium and swaps them with a sequence of 
bytes containing the secret data in order to conceal 
the information in the cover medium. However its 
imperceptibility and hiding capacity are relatively 
low. This is as revealed by the statistical 
characteristics of its resultant stego images compared 
to the original cover images.To increase the level of 
imperceptibility and the hiding capacity in the LSB 
insertion method, this research proposes an enhanced 
LSB method that employs a selective and randomized 
approach in picking specific number of target image 
bits to swap with the secret data bits during the 
embedding process. To facilitate the selective picking 

of the target image bits, the standard minimal linear 
congruential number generator (LCG) is used.

(a)     (b)

Fig 2 (a) Input Image (b) Data Embedded image

B. Watermarking

The stego image is then embedded into the 
watermarked image. A separate key is being used for 
the watermarking process which is given to the 
receiver for properly restoring the image. The main 
idea is that information about the secret key leaks 
from the observations, for instance, watermarked 
pieces of content, available to the opponent. The 
security level is then defined as the number of 
observations the attacker needs to successfully 
estimate the secret key. On the contrary, security has 
received little attention in the watermarking 
community. The first two concepts hardly perceived 
as different. The intentionality behind the attack is 
not enough to make a clear cut between. An image 
compression is clearly an attack related to robustness, 
but it might happen intentionally, i.e., with the 
purpose of removing the watermark, or not. The 
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) algorithms have a 
firm position in processing of signals in several areas 
of research and industry. As DWT provides both 
octave-scale frequency and spatial timing of the 
analyzed signal, it is constantly used to solve and 
treat more and more advanced problems.
C. Encryption
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A given input image is encrypted using 
cryptographic technique based on selective 
encryption method. After image encryption, the data 
hider will conceal the secret data into the encrypted 
pixels. The data hiding technique uses the LSB 
replacement algorithm for concealing the secret 
message bits into the encrypted image.The encryption 
process requires an encryption algorithm and a key. 
The process of recovering plaintext from cipher text 
is called decryption. The accepted view among 
professional cryptographers is that the encryption 
algorithm should be published, whereas the key must 
be kept secret.A very effective method to encrypt an 
image, which applies to a binary image, consists in 
mixing image data and a message (the key in some 
sense) that has the same size as the image: a XOR 
function is sufficient when the message is only used 
once. A generalization to gray level images is 
straightforward: encrypt each bit plane separately and 
reconstruct a gray level image.

D. Data Extraction and Image Recovery

The secret data can be extracted from the 
embedded image with help of key matrix. The hidden 
encrypted pixels are determined for data extraction 
by using data hiding key and data will be recovered 
from the image. This extraction process is opposite to 
data embedding, pixel intensities and embedding rate 
are used here to extraction of data. The image also 
decrypted using selective method with help of key 
which is used in the encryption module. This paper 
proposes a low complexity for key generation. The 
image that is being recovered will be same at that of 
the original image.The receiver who wants 
information only about the data that is being 
embedded can get that information alone of he has 
only the data hiding key.It is not necessary that he 
should have information about the encryption key.

III.Quality measures for image

The Quality of the reconstructed image is 
measured interms of mean square error (MSE) and 

peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) ratio. The MSE is 

often called reconstruction error variance q
2. The 

MSE between the original image f and the 
reconstructed image g at decoder is defined as:

       MSE=
N

1  
kj

kjgkjf
,

]),[],[( 2 

Where the sum over j, k denotes the sum over all 
pixels in the image and N is the number of pixels in 
each image. From that the peak signal-to-noise ratio
is defined as the ratio between signal variance and 
reconstruction error variance. The PSNR between 
two images having 8 bits per pixel in terms of 
decibels (db) is given by:

PSNR = 10 log10 







MSE

2255

Generally when PSNR is 40 dB or greater, 
then the original and the reconstructed images are 
virtually indistinguishable by human eyes.

IV.Experimental Results

All the images used in the experiments are 
standard gray scale images.The cover image given as 
an input is resized and data is embedded into the 
cover image.The stego image isthen hided using a 
watermarked image.The watermarked image is then 
encrypted by using an encrypted key.Fig 3 shows the 
process of the proposed scheme.

Tables I and II lists the comparison of PSNR 
and MSE values of the proposed scheme and the 
method in [3].The PSNR values in the proposed 
scheme is 61.223db which is greater then the method 
in [3] and the recovered image will have very less 
degradation.The MSE values of the proposed scheme 
is less when compared to method in [3].
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Table III shows the PSNR values for 
different input images.These values will vary 
according to the input image that is used.

(a)    (b)  

             (c) (d)

Fig:3 (a)Data Embedded Image (b)Watermarked
Image (c)Encrypted Image (d) Extracted Image

TABLE I
Comparison of PSNR values in the proposed scheme 

and the method in [3].

PSNR values

Proposed scheme 61.223

Existing method 50.0346

TABLE II
Comparison of MSE values in the proposed scheme 

and the method in [3]

MSE values

Proposed scheme 0.1217

Existing method 0.64509

TABLE III

PSNR values for different input images

Images PSNR values

Dog 61.2239

Lena 55.4078

Ship 53.3240

Baby 58.7358

V.CONCLUSION
This project proposes a scheme of data hiding  in a 
JPEG bitstream.The data embedded image is then 
hided into a watermarked image.By doing so the 
image as well as the data that is embedded will be 
safe. Then at the receiver side the user can either 
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extract the data  that has been hidden by using the 
data hiding key or the original image can be obtained 
by using the decryption key.It does not replace 
cryptography but rather boosts the security using its 
obscurity features. The data hiding technique uses the 
LSB replacement algorithm for concealing the 
secretmessage bits into the encrypted image. By 
using the decryption key, the image will be extracted 
from encryption to get the information about the 
images.Then the performance parameters such as 
MSE and PSNR for the image is calculated.This 
project is used for compressed images.In the future 

this can also be used for uncompressed images.
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